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Editor in Chief
-

A Metropolitan State University student won a National Organization of Women foundation
essay contest which will award
her a $1,000 scholarship and
publish her work in the quarterly
NOW Times, the organization's
newspaper. Charlene Burck's
essay was chosen out of 300 entries in the college category.
Burck's essay examined womens'
struggles from a "holistic" viewpoint, and marked a turning point
in her writing career.
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Moorhead
Moorhead State University's
neighbor North Dakota State University student newspaper staff
walked out on their jobs last Friday after the student senate cut
their annual budget by $1,000.
The walk out ended after two
days when the senate agreed to
form a special committee to examine the Spectrum's budget. The
Spectrum budget was $20,000 in
1983, and has been continually
declining ever since. The budget
request for 1990 was $12,889.
NDSU student government finance commissioner Steve Blasek
said the budget cut was due to
the ability of the paper generating its own revenue through advertising.

St. Cloud
The St. Cloud State University
student senate is proposing a increase in student activity fees in
order to pay for off campus day
care facilities.
"By showing oursupport of the
action, we can set the pace for
other state universities," Cypthia
Jones, SCSU student senator said.

Winona:
Today: Sunny
High in the 60°s
Thurs: Chance of showers
High of 65°
Friday: Partly cloudy
High of 65°
Weekend: Partly cloudy
High in low 70°s

Twin Cities:
Today: Mostly sunny
High of 65°
Thurs: Chance of showers
High in mid 60°s
Friday: Parel cloudy
Hi of mid 70°s
Weekend: Partly cloudy
High of mid 70°s

Chicago:
Today: Sunny
High of 60°
Thurs: Ptly Cloudy
High in low 60°s
Friday: Cloudy, chnc of showers
High in upper 60°s
Weekend: Ptly Cloudy
High in upper 60°s
Information provided by the
National Weather Service
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The Winona State University
Warriorettes were given $11,318 by
the Activity Fee Distribution
Committee and to participate in the
CanAm Challenge Cup in Myrtle
Beach, S. C.
However, upon arrival to the
competition, the Warriorettes
discovered they were the only team
that had shown up in their dance-line
division, according to Heather
Schmidt, Warriorettes coach.
The competition was part of the
CanAm Festival, which included
contests for high school as well as
college levels.
WSU was scheduled to compete
against Northern and Southern
Illinois universities, Methodist
College, Glassboro and Campbell
University.
The money the team received went
towards hotel rooms, air fare and food,
said Mullen. There is no entrance fee
for the com peti tion "because we don't
feel the girls should 'pay to play,"

said Gwen Holtsclaw, president of
Cheer Limited in South Carolina.
Sue Ann Mullen, team advisor,
said the team received no notice that
the other teams would not attend the
competition. Mullen was not able to
attend the festival because of a conflict.
But Holtsclaw said the team was
warned in advance that teams might
drop out of the contest.
"I told Heather (Schmidt) about
the NCAA tournament coming up. I
told her there would be a chance that
two schools would drop out of the
competition," Holtsclaw said.
Holtsclaw said in conversations
with Schmidt prior to the competition,
it was discussed whether the team
should make the trip.
"I told Heather that if worse came
to worse and no other teams showed
up, then they would perform as an
exhibition squad for producers and
judges," Holtsclaw said. "It's not as
though they got down there and it
was a shock to them."
Schmidt said she was left with the
impression that the competition
would show.

"(Holtsclaw) told me that she
Myrtle Beach for the contest, the
didn't think Glassboro and Campbell
college division competition was not
were good enough to get into the
addressed.
tournament so they would probably
"I asked about the college division
be (at the competition)" Schmidt said.
and was told they'd talk to us about it
But they didn't participate.
later," Schmidt said.
Holtsclaw said she and Schmidt
The team had the opportunity to
agreed that Schmidt would call to
perform three times while at the
find out the status of the other teams,
festival, and also met with the judges
but that Schmidt never called before
for evaluation of the performance.
coming to the competition.
Schmidt said the team is
"Heather said she'd call a week
questioning whether there was ever
ahead of time," Holtsclaw said.
supposed to be a competition because
Schmidt said she did try to call
a trophy was never awarded.
Holtsclaw during spring break, but
"Others got trophies, but not us,"
she wasn't there and never returned
Schmidt said. "They said they'd send
the call.
it to us, but we haven't seen it yet."
Schmidt said that in an earlier
Holtsclaw said the team did not
phone call, two weeks prior to the
receive a trophy during the festival
competition, she was told by a Cheer
because Cheer Limited didn't think it
Limited employee that there wasn't
was appropriate to give the team a
going to be dance-line division
trophy that said 'first place' if they
competition at the CanAm Festival. A
were an exhibition team. She said this
few minutes later she was transferred
was explained to the team before they
to Holtsclaw who said that
left.
information was a mistake, there
Schmidt said the team wasn't told
would be dance line competition.
Schmidt said when the team why they didn't get a trophy. As of
attended an informational meeting in press time, no trophy has been

received from Cheer Limited
according to Mullen. Holtsclaw said
in a telephone interview two weeks
ago that the team would receive a
trophy within "a few days."
Holtsclaw said Cheer Limited
wanted to make sure the team had a
good time while in South Carolina,
and approached Schmidt to ask what
they could do "to make the trip more
enjoyable."
Schmidt said an employee came to
her for suggestions about what the
team would like.
"I told him the first thing the girls
wanted was a trophy. Then! told him
the girls kind of wanted to go out,'
Schmidt said. "We just went out to
dinner and it cost about $350."
According to Ruth Swenson, a
graduate assistant for the HPER
department at WSU who
accompanied the team to South
Carolina, said, "That night we went
to dinner and a disco night they set uF
for us. They paid for out

See Team, Page 6

Faculty
accusations
fly in the
Sunshine

Mankato
A bomb threat cleared Centennial Student Union of Mankato
State University for an hour last
Friday afternoon. The threat was
called into the Women's Center
around . 3 p.m. The caller said in a
"male raqjy" voice, that there
was a bomb in the building and
warned occupants to "get out."
No explosives were found, and
there are no suspects or reasons
to why the threat was made.
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$11,000 spent for exhibition
By JANE HARTON

St.Paul-Minneapolis

Issue 23
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By ANN ENABNIT
News Editor

An anonymous publication wa
mailed to faculty members last weel
accusing a few Winona State Univer
sity administrators of unethical be
havior.
The anonymous SunshineNews an
Views authors call their publicat 4 oi
"an unofficial publication at Winon
State University dedicated to th,
proposition that 'Sunshine is the bes
disinfectant," and is "dedicated ti
openness and honesty in the admini
stering of the affairs of WSU." It state
that the authorsbelieve that by reveal
ing the "foibles and folies" of WSU ad
ministrators, they must do a good jot
or they will have their mistakes re
vealed.
The Sunshine accuses Doug Sweet
land, recently appointed vice presi
dent of academic affairs, of using hi
Dave Rood/Wionan staff
Winona State gymnast Sara Nast looks through the program for the In Colorado Springs, Colo. See page 9 for story and page 11 for interim vice presidency to gain th ,
permanent position, and of trying ti
national gymnastics meet before competition at the Air Force Academy additional photos.
gain support of important people 1;
the Union.
"There is no question that (Sweet
land) used this time and his position t
position himself for the permaner
VP's position," the Sunshine stated.
The Sunshine said that Sweetlanl
tried to gain support throughgranti n
university. The maximum was set at $47 and the minimum at $30.20.
By DENISE BZOSKIE
The $34 which will go to the state board for approval is a $1.28 hike from promotions to faculty.
Winonan Staff
"Many faculty commented at th
last year's facility fee. The funds are used for such things as the student union
time the promotions were announce(
The Activity Fee Distribution Committee (AFDC) will present its recomdebt service, fuel and utilities, and repair and replacements.
mendation of $81.50 for next year's activity fee today to the Winona State Uni"It's a slightly higher fee, but we'll see it in things like repairs," Zane said. that their sudden success was nothin
versity student senate.
more than an attem pt by Sweetland t
The lower activity fee reserve is due to WSU enrollment.
Taking into consideration the needs of clubs and the student union "$82
"Last year's activity fee was decreased about $1.77 to give students a get the union on his side, " the Sun
was the most workable amount," AFDC member Steve Davern said.
break," AFDC member Steve Clift said. This was possible due to "tremen- shine said.
The proposed $4 increase from last year's $77.50 fee is a result of a higher
One of the promotions discusser
dous growth in enrollment."
student union facility fee and lower activity fee reserve.
The proposed activity fee will be "working off a deficit", which will pull was that of Bonnie Smith, former di
The new student union facility fee of $34, approved on April 11 by the
rector of graduate studies, current as
money from the interest on the reserve, Davern said.
student senate, is due to a change in student union funding procedure. The
"The administration was hoping we'd have the fee higher however, so we sistant vice president for graduate
funding which in the past was done by each university, will be done at the
education.
wouldn't have to pull (money) out of the reserve," Davern said.
state level next year. The facility fee will go to the state university board where
Both Sweetland and Smith deny a'
The students on the committee originally wanted a fee of $81 which would
accusations
put forth by the Sunshim
it will then be distributed back to the universities.
leave a deficit. While the administrators on the committee wanted a fee of $82
Charlie Zane, student union director, said this change is to protect the
"I don't see anything in there that'
which would leave no deficit. The proposed fee of $81.50 was the result of the
universities' student unions.
correct," Smith said.
compromise between the two.
"It's totally false, " Sweetland said
"It is more secure to have all the money in one pot," he said.
Some clubs will be hurt by the low fee.
The State University Board made the change after the bonding company,
"The clubs that got hurt are the new ones," Davern said. The yearbook "There's no basis for (the accusations).
Sweetland and Smith said the
which the board goes through when student unions need remodeling or adreceived no funding as a result and athletic oriented clubs, such as the cheerdon't know who wrote the paper, an
ditional space, suggested it to protect schools from "going in the hole," Zane
leading squad, received considerably less than their requests.
said.
"Last year's lowering tied our hands this year and as a result it's hurting the they aren't even going to try to fin(
out.
A formula was developed which took into consideration both the number
students," Davern added.
"I don't think it merits a reaction,
of full-time students and student union square footage at each university.
The proposed activity fee is among the lowest in the state university sysSmith said. "I don't think One can tak
From these two factors student union facility fees were developed for each
tem.
anything serious that is anonymous.'

Proposed fee to go to senate

Interns work with
local legislators
WSU's involvement in the past years.
"The potential has been there in the
Special To the Winonan
I Two Winona State University stu- past, but often the timing hasn't been
dents recently completed three-month right," Burdick said. "This year there
internships in the St. Paul offices of was considerable effort on the part of
Winona area legislators.
the university and the legislature to
1 Karyn Wilson, a senior social work make the program work."
! major, worked for District 34-b Rep.
These were paid internships
Gene Pelowski. Kala Hanson, a junior through the university, initiated by
political science/international studies WSU President Darrell Krueger, Burmajor worked for Distric t 34 Sen. Steve dick said.
James Reynolds, dean of the col., Morse.
Both students were selected for the lege of Liberal Arts, said, "There was a
competitive internships based on their conscientious effort to place WSU inacademic performance and demon- terns in the offices of our local legislastrated interest in the operation of tors."
government.
The internship arrangement with
The legislative intern program isn't WSU went well, according to Pelownew, according to John Burdick, direc- ski.
tor of WSU's social work program, but
seheduling difficulties have prevented
See Interns, Page 6

Gorbachev spokesman to visit WSU
NEWS SERVICES
The man known as "The Voice of
the Soviet Union" will be speaking at
Winona State University on Wednesday, April 25, at 7:30 p.m. in Somsen
Auditorium.
The honorable Gennady Gerasimov
is Chief Spokesman for Mikheal Gorbachev, Chief Press Secretary for USSR
Ministries of Foreign and Defenses,
and Ambassador Extraordinaire for
the USSR.

By TOM GRIER

Gennady Gerasimov

He will also field questions front
panel of WSU students and faculty.
Gerasimov's visit, sponsored by th
WSU Lyceum Committee, is part of
three week 20 city tour of the Unite
States.
The WSU address is Gerasimov'
only speaking,engagement in Minn(
sota. Tickets for the event are $2 fc
anyone with a WSU ID and $4 for th
general public.
Tickets will be available to WSJ
students, faculty and staff beginnin
Friday, Apri120 at the Performing Art
Center Box Office.

Gerasimov presents his view of th
where the Soviet Military stands on successes and weaknesses of Glasnos
recent changes in the USSR and East- and Perestroika, what guarantees the
ern Europe.
USSR offers American businesse
investing in the Soviet Union, and
ri
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Ting voted interim VP
By DENISE BZOSKIE
Winonan Staff

Ching D. ling

Following an in-house vote, Ching
D. Ting became the Winona State University student senate interim vice
president last Wednesday.
Ting, a junior political science major, is replacing Jonathan Thoreson who
resigned on March 28. Ting's term as
interim vice president will continue
until the end of the year.
"I will do what is good for students," Ting said prior to the vote.
Ting said that currently his main
project is revising the student senate's
constitution.
According to Ting, the constitution
has not been updated since 1986. "Some

David Thorn will address the student senate
meeting today, Wednesday, April 18, at 4 p.m. in
the Purple Rooms.
Thorn will discuss student accounts and the
on-line registration procedure.

Newman Center Sponsors
0

rules and duties need to be changed,",
he said.
In addition to the WSU Rochester
Center student senate is trying to establish its own constitution, which Ting
wants to include in the updated
constitution of the WSU senate.
If the Rochester Center established
its own constitution, "It would be like
it was a whole different school," he
said.
The upcoming senate elections,
which are usually the responsibility of
the vice president,have been passed on
to the legislative committee of the student senate, since Ting is a candidate.
"Since I am running for the vice
president, it's better I don't touch any
part of the elections," Ting said.
The interim vice president position,
Ting said, should help get his name
across to the students.
"The students will know what I can
do for them," he said. "I understand
the students are in need of many things;
therefore, I'm here to meet their needs."
Ting is running for vice president
for next year and has been involved in
the student services, food services and
long range planning committees of the
senate and recycling on campus this
past year.
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Carol Dose/WInonan staff

Peggy Dolan helps a child in the WSU nursery school dress in an authentic Hmong costume as part of a
section on Oriental culture. The costume is worn by boys and girls in the Hmong culture.

.

All events held at 475 Huff St.

Building Self Esteem
Learning to be your own best friend.

6 week series, begins Oct. 10
* Note change and time from academic calender.

Good News and Views
Sunday Evenings
8:00 - 9:00
P.m.
Topics selected and led by
students and guest speakers.

Penl'='n

EXPIRES MAY 16th 1990

Hair Design At Its Best

PARTY ALL NIGHT
FOR

ANY DAY

THE WEEK
AT

Get Drunk, And You Might Try This
With Someone's Head.
A high percentage of violent behavior
and campus vandalism is alcohol related.
Use Moderation and %cry Cool.

NON-ALCHOHOLIC BEER ON TAP
SPECIALS - 10:30 TO 1:00 EVERY NIGHT

01990 Minnesota Deportment of Human Services

DANCE FLOOR FIRES UP 10:30 EVERY NIGHT
18,19 & 20 YEAR OLDS WELCOME
NO COVER CHARGE PROPER ID REQUIRED
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Ann Enabnit

Columnist

News Editor

$11,000 just danced down Winona State's drain
Winona State University is
$11,318 poorer since the
Warriorettes traveled to Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina fora long
weekend of competition and
fun more than a month ago.
Unfortunately, things don't
always turn out the way they
are planned.
The Warriorettes were the
unlucky ones in this case. After
spending over $11,000 to
venture to the supposed
"college level competition",
they found no other teams
present in their division and no
competition.
Our question is this: What is
Winona State University going

to do about it? So far, there have
been letters written to the
company that sponsored the
"event," to no avail. The
Warriorettes didn't even receive
a trophy which they were
promised by Cheer Limited's
company president, Gwen
Holtsclaw.
As of press time, no trophy
has been sent and no response
has been received from the
company.
Some may say the
Warriorettes are responsible
because they were warned that
there may be teams dropping
out of the competition at the last
minute, but they went ahead

anyway. Others may say the
Warriorettes were stuck in a raw
deal from the beginning
because they had nonrefundable tickets and were
counting on a real competition
to be sponsored by an honest
company.
Either way, $11,318 just
danced its way down Winona
State's drain. Will we see that
money again? Even a portion of
it? Winona State doesn't seem
to be too bent on getting that
money back. Somebody's got
to pay. There was too much
money involved to simply leave
the issue with just a complaint
letter to the company.
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Letters to the Editor

Sunshine from a void
Cdmmunication has a
source and a receiver.
The Sunshine News and
Views makes some very strong
accusations.
The accusations are that the
Affirmative Action guidelines
for hiring were circumvented
by Doug Sweetland, the
recently appointed Vice
President of Student Affairs
by giving a few people special
treatment, so that they would
support his bid for vice
president. Sweetland's ethics
were questioned.
Many people on campus
have either received the
Sunshine or heard about it.
Relevant communication

t.

allows for a receiver to
question the source.
The writers of the Sunshine
attempt to shed light on the
practices of some
administrators and faculty,
but true sunlight has a source
that can be found. The
newsletter is anonymous.
Although the Sunshine is
packed with well-documented
motive and intrigue of a Perry
Mason mystery. It leaves the
reader with the predictable
question of "Who done it?"
"Who cares?" is the answer.
Until the writers of the
Sunshine make their names
known the letter will remain a
void of babble.

In terms of communication
the attack the writers of the
Sunshine have made is not
unlike the attacks terrorists
make. Terrorists mask
themselves behind a cute name
and then bash people the best
they can.
The reasoning behind
terrorist's attacks is that they
are left out of the process and
have no other way to effectively
communicate their feelings.
Even terrorists view their
actions asa last resort.
But was the Sunshine its
writer's last resort to
communicating problems
about administration. The
Winonan doubts it.

The response to the Ideas Expolsion has been great! If you have
an Idea that is relevent to the universe or any of its subdivisions,
then write them down bring them into the Winonan. If the Idea is
original, we will print it.

Earth Day
important
Dear Editor:
I am 1977 graduate of Winona
Senior High who attended WSU
briefly that Fall, before transferring
to the University. Recently I paid
an extended visit to Winona and
was delighted to read and hear
about the efforts of Winona State
students surrounding Earth Day
1990. These students should be
highly commended for sacrificing
their time and efforts to raise the
level of awareness on
environmental issues. Your
student senators should also be
congratulated for passing a
resolution supporting Earth Day
with only one dissenting vote-that
of Treasurer Matt Kiraly.
All too often my generation
dropped the ball during the 1980s
when we had the opportunity to
start or continue major social
movements. BMW's and Jacuzzis
seemed more important somehow
that the state of the world. It is

good to see students in the 90s
picking up where those of the 70s
left off.
The next major social movement
has to be the environmental
movement. Like the anti-Vietnam
War movement, the Civil Rights
movement, and the women's and
gay/lesbian rights movements, this
too must be led by the youth. When
the people lead, the leaders will
follow. The students of Winona
State are beginning to lead. Keep
up the good work.
D. J. Williams

Ads degrading
Dear Editor:
I am disgusted with the sexist
advertising campaigns of the liquor
industry, and especially disgusted
with the Winonan for printing such
ads.
I am refering to the Bud wieser
ad on page 11 of last week's Winonan.
The picture shows three attractive
women on a beach towel portraying

diversity an attempt at a greater

a tel y I cannot escape the
words "cultural diversity."
Everywhere I turn I repeatedly hear
the term. It is used in a multitude of
connotations.
From my understanding, the term
cultural diversity can apply to
anything from a Malaysian dinner
to a foreign art exhibi t. I am ignorant
at this point as to whether there is
any base criteria for deeming such
exchanges the act of becoming
culturally diverse.
My understanding is that any
exchange of information and ideas
between various backgrounds falls
under the ambiguous cultural
diversification heading.
Though a Minnesota college
education speaks well not only in
our region but on both coasts and
throughout the country, there is
claim that a glaring abyss exists in
our curriculum.
The inbred "Heidi mentality" that
Minnesotans project impresses
regions where the work ethic is but a

By Damon
Damon Schoening
fond and curious memory. The belief
that everyone must climb the
mountain, lugging two pails of milk
on our shoulders, smiling the whole
way, amazes areas where such
practices were abandoned about the
time former President Kennedy was
shot.
The "Heidi mentality" cannot
completely save us though. The
problem with a Minnesota college
education is that the value of the
"Heidi mentality" dissolves as our
ignorance of minorities and various
cultures surfaces.
In short, the Minnesota melting
pot is all broth. The benign comfort
and security of a homogeneous society
becomes a massive future educational
deficit.
Someone has obviously taken note
of this deficit and realized the

implications of schools of students
going forward, void in the
understanding of cultures and
backgrounds alien to them.
Undoubtedly, the concept of
leading individuals to the
understanding of many people, raised
under the influence of a multitude of
backgrounds and values, isn't
necessarily bad.
It is the motive and means of this
supposed greater understanding that
I question.
The motive behind the cultural
diversity hype seems a bit artificial. Is
the purpose of cultural diversity to
broaden the understanding of
societies throughout our rather small
world or is it nothing more than a
product of our every increasing selfabsorption?
Is the emphasis of cultural
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Subscriptions are available from the business Manager at a rate of $20 annually. Address all
correspondence to: Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko Commons, Winona, MN 55987.
Phone (507) 457-5119.
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common understanding or
maximizing employability?
The means by which this
supposed mind-opening is also
questionable in relation to it's
effectiveness.
Are the forums chosen for the
promotion of cultural diversity
really created for the benefit of
everyone's genuine greater
understanding or are they token
displays and pageants that
accomplish nothing more than
soothing our guilt and fear?
The root of my skepticism stems
from my unwillingness to believe
that the kind of understanding
required to appreciate cultures can
be reached on a mass level. The
implementation of vague social
programs for the purpose of
changing or influencing personal
value systems seems nearly
impossible.
Monitoring the successes or
failures of these programs seems
equally impossible.

Applications are now
being accepted in the
Winonan office for all positions for the 1990-91 year.
Pick up apps in Winonan
office, lower Kryzsko Commons.
Selection of next year's
Editor-in-Chief will be announced May 1. Applications will be accepted for this
position until April 18.
Because the Winonan has
received many questions
from students asking
"Why?" - once again:
The Winonan staff decided to change the format
to gain experience with
broadsheet and to have the
opportunity to try different
styles and layout. This idea
has been in the planning
stages for almost a year.

hen I left home
to go away to college two autumn - s
ago, my father thought he needed to
prepare me for this major change in
my life by providing me with some
words of wisdom.
My father told me that while I
was in college I would meet people
from many different walks of life.
At the time I thought I had all the
answers to the questions that would
confront me in life.
I was kind of rebellious at this
time and I was never too eager to
listen to what my father had to tell
me.
I seriously doubted the credibility
of the advice that he always seemed
so eager to hand out. After all, he
had not even finished high school
and he was just a farmer.
I wondered what he could really
know about how to survive in
college and in life. I was so eager to
leave home that I didn't really listen
to what my father had to tell me.
I started college that autumn and
throughout that year I did indeed
encounter people from all walks of
life.
Because I came from a small city
I was especially amazed by the
enormous congestion of people in a
relatively small area. I had never
seen so many different kinds of
people in my life. I encountered so
many different kinds of people in
my life.
I encountered so many different
nationalities tha t it kind of made my
head spin. About this time I really
started thinking about what my
father had told me on that day back
in August.
At this point I realized how
intelligent he was. I discovered that
one of the keys in life is to accept
people even if theyare from different
backgrounds, skin colors, religions
and nationalities.
He had already learned more
about life than I could ever learn in
any classroom.

the Bud logo. But the strange and
particularly degrading part of it is
that t he towel and the swim swuits
on the women are one in the same.
The women are literally clothed
in the logo itself. The ad makes the
women seem like part of the towel
itself, an object.
I've seen other, even worse ads,
however. The local liquor store that
I patronize displayed a poster I
found so repulsive I asked them to
take it down. The poster showed the
sexy torso of a woman's body with a
drink in her hand.
Just the torso. The poster did not
show the woman's face! When we
allow women's bodies to be
publicly objectified to sell booze to
horny college men we uphold the
very ideals that make women second
class citizens and victims of sexual
assault.
Students, we need to examine
how the media portrays women and
demand somethingbetter. Winonan:
This means you.
Trudy Balcom
History Senior

Straight
Ahead
Amy Neitzel
Educational experiences are very
crucial throughout a person's life,'
but there are other kinds of
experiences that are just as crucial.
The experiences that you can gain
through just living are really
incredible. The longer you live the
more vast your experiences in life
will be.
Just by living you learn how to
handle day to day problems more
effectively, you learn to interact with
people better, and you can become
more experienced in your chosen
career.
Sometimes I believe that life's
experiences are even more
important than educational
experiences. My fa the; eventhough
he didn't finish high school, is a very
successful businessman who is
president of a corporation.
He's still a farmer, but he has
learned how to survive in the
competitive business
world.Experiences throughout his
life in the farming industry gave
him enough background and the
confidence to start his own business.
My father has shown me that
sometimes the experiences that you
can gain through life can be more
important than educational
experiences.
Educational experiences can be
very important, but if you don't have
any useful experiences from life to
supplement your educational one
you could run into a few difficulties.
I've grown a lot since thatautumn
of my freshman year and I've begun
to realized that my father has a lot of
wonderful knowledge to share with
me if I'm just willing to listen.
He may not be a college graduate,
but he's shown me that a diploma
from college doesn't determine how
successful you can be in life.

Winonan
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Ideas
Registration poorly planned
classes are already filled until they get St. Cloud State and Mankato State.
to the head of the line and find out as The analyst could find out what softthey try to register. If administration ware they are using and arrange to
used an overhead projector or a closed borrow or copy their software to
circuit TV to reveal the classes that implement it a WSU.
have been filled, then students would
Too many times clerical foul-ups
know not to register for that class, have been regarded as standard protherefore while they are in line they cedure at WSU. There has been an
could adjust their schedule to avoid aura of inefficiency in registration and
closed classes.
other clerical processes long before
If students were able to adjust their the computers were introduced.
program while they were in the long
The solution was to hire more adline, then they may avoid having to ministrators, when WSU is already
wait in line again, therefore saving top heavy with administrators. The
time for both students and registra- increase has not improved efficiency
tion workers.
or the registration process.
The software used for registration
It seems to me if we eliminated one
is not effective. When it does not run of these administrative positions and
properly the student must stand in used the money to hire a system analine helpless while the registration lyst and get better software that all
worker fruitlessly attempts to get a students would benefit.
certain program to run in order to find
Students are always at the bottom
out if a class is available.
of the ladder when it comes to considThere are breakdowns while regis- eration of time spent registering. Stutration takes place. This is not neces- dents are expected to waste hours
sary. A system analyst ought to be registering, rather than studying or
brought in to analyze the current soft- going to work; they stand in line,
ware and either reprogram it or ad- forced to endure an inefficient regisvise junking it.
tration system.
Registration works effectively at
Students can't go on strike, or ref-

by ,4bdelrahman,
Abdelrahman
Guest Columnist

On Faculty Evaluations
by Ann Burfeind
Guest Columnist
If you're the type of student that goes to class on a regular basis, studies, and
is genuinely interested in learning, the next question is for you. How do you
feel when you are stuck with a professor that cares as much about the class he
or she is teaching, as your backpack does? Do you ever feel frustrated or mad
that your payinga lot of moncyfor this technically useless class? Sure, the credits will count, but there is more behind education than that. What about learning? C you ever think, " What can be done? What can I do? "
Well, I'll admit, it is awfully frustrating. The only long term, base level solution that can be implemented right now are systematic faculty evaluations.
Student Senate is now attempting to get evaluations off the ground. It is a
hard job. Some faculty members feel threatened about being critiqued by
students.
In the first part of May your instructor should be handing you an evaluation, if they aren't don't jump on them. They may have a good reason. In some
upper level classes the departments have specialized evaluations to fit individual classes- great! By no means do we want to squelch any effort to evaluate
at this time. The goal is to get all faculty members and classes evaluated.
As students we have the responsibility, the right and the power to demand
this. Ask in class. Go to the department head. Make sure your instructor gets
checked.
The faculty feels they have rights as well. They do, but unfortunately in
some extreme cases they are imposing their rights over students 'right to learn.
These evaluations are not meant to limit anyones rights or to inflict penalties on instructors trying to do their job, rather they are meant to benefit everyone.
The goal is to aid the instructor in perfecting their teaching skills.
This would increase academic standards. This is the goal, right?
So, this is our position. It is up to us to decide if we want to push for a better
education, or sitback and let faculty dictate to us what kind of education we're
going to get.
It may seem a long way away, but students in Czechoslovakia toppled a
regime - we only have to make improvements to a good system.
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On Women and Politics
by Sheryl Olson
Guest Columnist

111111MIIMIF

We tend to think computers are
going to speed up and improve almost every process we have. We expect miracles in time saving.
Recently, WSU changed to a computerized system of registration.
There have been no miracles; the
lines are longer; students still run
around like ants, dropping and adding. There are computer botch-ups that
allow students to register for classes
for which they are not qualified because they lack the prerequisites, or
they are not in the proper class standing to register for courses restricted to
juniors and seniors.
At present, professors are expected
to weed out students who don't really
belong in their classes because of prerequisites. That is not a professor's
job. They are here to teach. The registration process is supposed to take
care cf this, but it doesn't.
At present, there is not a rational
system to inform students of which

mais a mender, e ae geacke ge.rate

David Sterling
Guest Colunmist
Because all of our environmental
problems are international or global
in scope it is only fitting that our Earth
Day stewardship program be an
interfaith one.
We share this planet with followers
of many faiths, all of which are held as
deeply as our own. We are all
connected in ways some of us are
only beginning to realize;
interconnected in ways we dare not
deny for the sake of our survival.
There is beauty and wisdom in all the
world faiths and no single one of them
has the right to declare dominance or
superiority over any others.
Theie has been some concern that
Earth Day and the environmental
movement is not Christ centered. If
we cannot accept that the title and
word "Christ" is symbolic of the same
divine awareness of Abraham, Moses,
Krishna, Zorothustra, Buddha,
Mohammed, Bahaullah, and Jesus the
Christ, as a very large and growing
number of people are coming to
realize, then we still need to more
openly or actively accept the validity
or rightful place of all the world faiths
and the melding of them.
A careful, honest and open study
of all the world religions and
traditions will reveal that they all share
the samebasic essence, that their major
differences have evolved from human
misunderstandings following the

coming of the original prophetic
teachings. These differences are not
worth dividing ourselves over. The
very purpose of religion is to unify all
of humanity. If one's religion causes
disunity then one is better off without
religion.
The kind of unity we want and
need comes from our diversity. When
we let our selves get to know one
another culture, its art, its dance, its
music and its people our suspicions
and fears melt away quickly.
Our sense of our own culture
becomes richer for knowing,
experiencing, and accepting
something of another culture. We
compliment each other, we help each
other become more complete. We
empower each other by accepting and
acknowledging the validity of each
other's ways.
Our art is a direct expression of
our spirituality which is inspired by
our religious views - or lack of them.
The more we can understand and
accept each other the more we can
spiritually uplift each other. If we can
not do this we will make real our fears
of negative spirituality. We have,
some of us, operated out of fear long
enough. It's time to change.
To be fair to ourselves we should
each do our own independent search
after truth. If we let only one or two
sources tell us what we are to think,
believe, feel and say then we could be
doing ourselves a great disservice. If
we seek a third or fourth opinion for
our physical health then shouldn't
we do the same for our spiritual
health? And shouldn't this be an
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ongoing life-long quest?
Even if we feel we have come to an
ocean of truth and need not "quest"
further, we must realize that we do
continue to grow and mature
spiritually, so we do need to remain
open minded and open hearted.
Spirit moves in us far easier the
more open minded (intellectual) and
open hearted (intuitive) we are. This
calls for conscious balancing of both
male and female principals within
each one of us: female to female,
female to male, and male to male. If
we had been paying better attention
to ancient wisdom, from the
beginning it wouldn't take so much
talk and writing to straighten
ourselves out now.
Our Earth Day gather; ng of Hearts,
Minds and Souls to be held on Latsch
Island between noon and on Sunday
April 22nd will be an attempt to forget
our dividing differences and fears.
Instead, we shall celebrate our
common spirit, and our unifying

spiritual ties to the Earth and our
shared responsibilities for caring for
the Earth each other and ourselves.
Music unique to each of the faiths
and the cultures they are most
strongly tied to will be shared to set
this celebrant mood. As serious as we
should be about our faith our Maker
wants us to be happy people. Our
Earth Day Interfaith program will not
be a solemn affair, though we will
reserve a moment for perhaps
"serious" reflection and meditation,
however we each define "serious."
We certainly do not mean "dead
serious." I do hope we have had
enough of that.
For those wanting an early start on
a spiritual Earth Day there will be a
Dawn Breakers Gathering of Free
Spirits on Garvin Heights between
5:00 - 6:00 AM. This will be an
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Are you going home for the summer?
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Consider St. Cloud State's summer university.
First term: June 11 to July 13 Second term:
July 16 to August 17
-- more than 600 classes offered
-- High-demand and special courses avaible
-- Summer courses have smaller class sizes
-- Choose from morning, afternoon, and night
classes
-- Summer classes allow students to begin or
complete a degree sooner
-- Plan on taking Fridays off -- classes meet no more
than four days a week, Monday - Thursday.

Whitney House 202
St. Cloud State University
720 Fourth Av. S.
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
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See Earth, Page 5

WEDNESDAY IS

Ideas Explosion!
Due to the high interest the deadline has
been extended to Friday! Get yours in now!
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And Earth Day cometh

Is there something wrong with a "democratic" system in which women
constitute a majority of citizenry, but an almost negligible minority of participants at the governing level?
Many have,stated that women are emotionally unsuitable for politics, that
a woman would not be strong enough to stand-up to a male counterpart.
These accusations are false.
The impediment to the ad vancement of women results from the stereotypi-'
cal sex role misconceptions in this society that a great number of people,
including women, accept. Often, women perpetuate prejudices against themselves by denigrating their own abilities.
Another limitation is that in the structure of political opportunity. Political
opportunity variables include such factors as the staying power of incumbents,
vote prejudice against women candidates, and a pattern of one-party domination in different political districts.
Some features of the political opportunity structure that help keep the
numbers of women office holders low, suchas access to financial resources and
the advantage added by 'Previous elective office holding experience, pose
greater problems for female candidates than for male candidates.
Geraldine Ferraro's Vice-Presidential candidacy in 1984 was a great breakthrough for women, it also illustrated that women face greater barriers in
achieving a place in American political life truly equal to that of men.
Other women such as Eli zabethDole, Sandra Day O'Connor, Pat Schroeder,
and Jeanne Kirkpatrick have lead the fight at the national level, but they cannot
do something about every issue that directly effects women; it is every woman's,
every person's responsibility.
If it is every person's responsibility, is there something wrong with a
university community in which women constitute almost sixty percent of its
population with a student government that has only nine female members out
of the thirty-two positions?
Two weekends ago at MSUSA's Delegate Assembly, Valerie Field, the
The response to the Ideas Expolslon has been great!
current Bemidji State University Student Senate President, ran for the position
If
you
have an Idea that is relevent to the universe or any
of MSUSA State Chair. The reasons for her defeat seem to lie in the fact that as
of
its
subdivisions,
then write them down bring them into
a woman she was not perceived as being tough enough. There was concern
over whether she would be assertive when dealing with MSUSA staff and over the Winonan. If the Idea is original, we will print it.
her ability to be a strong communicator. These concerns were overemphasized
and did not reflect her true abilities as a student representative and woman.
The saying "all politics is local" seems to apply when it comes women's
advancement into women into leadership roles in society. Wi thout our concern
and action at the grassroots level politics, national level politics will continue
to be essentially a womanless vacuum.
If this bothers you, get involved and do something about it!
„.
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use to pay tuition; they would be
expelled from school.
But they can got to a different school,
that is their weapon. They can go to a
school that treats them as human
beings rather than a commodity, to be
shuffled through a wasteful registration process.
Professors can protest through their
committees, and their professional
organizations because registration
foul-ups waste theirclass timeas well.
It wastes their time dealing with students who are not qualified in their
classes, or dealing with the drop adds.
It is time to make significant
changes in the computerized registration system, in order to save student,
professor and clerical worker time, so
that students can get back to to the
important work they came to college
for - learning and studying.
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Drinking age law misdirected
by Steve Cliff
ideas Columnist

A year ago this week! realized the
idiocy of the American attitude toward the drinking age.
The moment I stepped off the plane
in England I was legal to buy a pint of
lager, three liter bottle of alcoholic
cider or what ever I wanted. It was no
big deal. I was not any older, but I
was in a society that understood that
raising the drinking age does not
reduce underage drinking or alcohol
abuse.
The leaders of the United States
enjoy taking the head in the sand approach.
If we make something illegal then
the problem is solved. While the
effort to raise the drinking age based
its argument on stopping drunk driving, it has back fired and has instead
alienated younger drinkers by developing fantasy land laws. While the
total volume of alcohol consumed by
19 and 20 year olds may have decreased slightly, the drinking done
tends to aim toward total inebriation.
In England the drinking age is 18.
In Germany it is 16.
In reality, the American social
structure is escapist. We claim to to be
family oriented. But instead of utilizing the family as a preventive medicine against young adult alcoholism,
we pass the responsibility on to our
legal system.
Raise the drinking age they shout!

Then those irresponsible 19 and 20
year olds will not poison our children
with alcohol.
They lower drinking ages in Europe, there by making it a family responsibility to prepare their children
for legal drinking status before they
leave the home. While my friends in
England did drink fairly often, total
inebriation was not their goal. Alcohol was not viewed as a forbidden
candy, so there was no reason to put
your life at risk by drinking as much
at one sitting because you might not
be able to get a drink in a few days.
Last fall, I spoke with a student
from another state university about
their peer alcohol counseling program. She explained to me how she
was frustrated that they cannot even
encourage 19 and 20 year olds to drink
in moderation because the head of
the program believes that they would
be condoning illegal drinking. I really wish the world would wake up
A few weeks ago the police in
Winona decided to take their second impotent moral crusade
through the bars in Winona. Forget
about hard drugs or other serious
criminal problems, lees get those 19
and 20 year olds out of the bars.
That way we can encourage more
house parties, louder neighborhoods, and more unmonitored irresponsible drinking.
While I understand that it is the

responsibility of the police to enforce the law, I feel that the law itself
should be questioned because it is
unjust, unenforceable, and creates
more problems then it attempts to
solve.
On Easter I turned 21, but I still
care because this is in my opinion a
life or death situation. In New York
City an unauthorized social club
was set on fire and over seventy
people died. What happened at that
social club in New York City could
very easily happen at a student
house party where hundreds of
people are smashed into abasement,
garage, or other part of a house.
Imagine a gas leak, a fire, and
dealh. The odds may seem slight,
but howdo we really know?
Research on the effects of the
drinking age is difficult to monitor
because societies attitudes toward
drinking have become much more
responsible. The continued suppression of legal drinking rights for
19 and 20 year olds must change.
The Berlin Wall represented the oppression of communism, but you
could have purchased a beer behind the Iron Curtain before you
turned 21. If the police states of the
world cannot enforce high drinking
ages then the United States certainly
should not even try. The only reasonable solution to alcohol abuse is
education, and family or peer involvement.

AND KNOW WHEN TO SAY WHEN:
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Earth
Continued from Page 4
unstructured time, open to personal
inspiration and sharing of whatever
thoughts, music, chants, and cheers
anyone present is moved to. By "free
spirits" we might mean those who
have not adhered to any named faith
or tradition but it is tobe realized that
one can feel to remain a free spirit and
a member of any organized religion
at the same time.
We are as one soul, whether we
claim one faith, a mixture of several
or none at all. It is very difficult to
honestly claim none at all. The better
we become at meaningful interfaith
dialogue the easier it will be for those
• attempting to claim no faith to call
themselves amoung the faithful.
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Calendar
SAFC Hearings

The Student Activity Fee Committee will be hold a budgeting hearing for next year, April 19 and 20. The April 19 hearing will be in the
Alumni Lounge, the following meeting will be in Conference Room 127.
The hearing times must be signed up for in the student senate office,
Budget forms must be picked up in the Alliance of Student Organizations' office. There will be additional monies distributed in the fall for
clubs not able to make it to the hearings.
Senate Meeting

Dave Thorn of the accounts receivable office will speak at the senate
meeting Wednesday at 4 p.m. to discuss the on-line registration process
as well as student accounts. All students and welcome and encouraged
to attend this informational meeting. Student Senate meetingsareheld
every Wednesday afternoon at 4 p.m. in Purple Rooms 105 and 106.
Scholarship

The Wenonah Chapter of the National Society, Daughters of the
American Revolution will continue the Marvin/Lucas Scholarship.
The following awards are available for academic year 1990-91: (2)
$500 scholarship to upper level students at a college or university;
minimum of 96 credits and 3.0 GPA, and verification of American
citizenship.
Application deadline is August 15, 1990. Pick up applications in the
financial aid office. Send information to Mrs. Joseph Gerlach, Chairman, Scholarship Committee, Wenonah Chapter, N.S.D.A.R., 714 W.
Broadway, Winona, MN 55987.
Gerasimov Visits

The man known as "the voice of the Soviet Union" will speak at WSU
on Wed., April' 25 at 7:30 p.m. in Somsen Auditorium. The Honorable
Gennady Gerasimov is Chief Spokesman for Mikhael Gorbachev, Chief
Press Secretary for the USSR Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Defenses,
and Ambassador Extraordinaire for the USSR. Tickets for students are
$2 with a WSU ID.
For more information, contact Student Activities Director Joe Reed,
5312.

around to local service agencies in
Winona and Houston Counties, other

Interns
Continued from Page 1
"Karyn has been a tremendous asset
to me throughout her internship,"
Pelowski said, "Whatever assignment
was given to her, Karyn handled it in
a professional and conscientious
manner. She performed exemplary
work."
Wilson performed a variety of tasks
for Pelowski.
"I attended a committee meeting
for him and took notes, handled constituent work, conducted research on
possible bills, assisted the House of
Representatives media staff and attended floor sessions," she said.
She said the internship was a learning process and will be helpful in her
chosen career in social work.
"Is really didn't know much about
the political process before I went
there," she said. "Now I have some
first hand experience and a much better understanding of how the legislative process works and how policy
changes can be implemented."
Hanson's work for Morse was research oriented, she said.
"I did a lot of research on different
topics that he needed background
in formation on," Hanson said. "I called

state agencies, and did research in the
legislative library."
The internship provided valuable
career-oriented experience for Hanson. "Eventually I want to go to law
school," Hanson said. "But I'd like to
be an environmental or wildlife lobbyist for awhile. I knew how some of
the legislative process worked, but this
was my first hands-on experience."
According to Reynolds, the sociology/social work internship program
is one of the oldest and most welldeveloped internships in the university, starting in the mid 1960s.
"The internship has been refined
and expanded since 1985 when the
social work program received accreditation," Reynolds said. "We have social
work students who are interested in a
wide variety of issues and settings."
Ruth Winger, field work coordinator for the social work program, evaluates the student's performance to be
certain the internships are productive
for both the student and the agency in
which the students are placed.
Each student in the social work
program must complete 500 hours in
an internship. The students develop
learning contract with the agency and
must complete a research project during the internship.

"We expect students to learn

certain things," Winger said, "and we
are out there making sure they are
learning those things."
According to Winger, it is a positive
situation for both the intern and the
employing agency.
She said, "The agency helps the
students understand three things: The
policies that govern the services they
provide, the programs that give
people access to the services, and the
resources that can be mobilized to
benefit the population.
The students bring social work
knowledge, skills and communication
and social work values to the agency."
Hanson's internship, through the
political science department, required
she send a weekly report on her
activities to professor James Eddy.
"I also had to do a research project
of m y own," Hanson said. Her project
focused on Bovine Growth Hormone
in milk production.
"I read
background material on the issue,
went through the Food and Drug
Administration reports, attended
hearings and discussed the issue with
Sen. Morse."

THE DOG SHACK

Continued from Pagel
transportation and dinner."
Swenson said Cheer Limited gave
the
her $200 to go out that night,
which
total bill came to about
she put on her Visa card.
"I got cash from them the next day
to cover my expenses," Swenson said.
But Holtsclaw said Cheer Limited
spent about $800 to entertain the team
the last night they were at the festival.
"A corporate decision was made,
and I think I am comfortable with
spending that much money,"
Holtsclaw said. She was not present
at the festival, but said Cheer Limited
employees handled the situation.
"I think they took us out just to
keep our mouths shut," Schmidt said.

The Student Special

Fencing Club

NO COUPON NECESSARY

ITEM PIZZAS*
2- S/VIALL 1
I- CRAZY BREAD
I- CRAZY SAUCE
1- 32 oz. POP
cheese
* excludes extra

Russian Ballet

The Russian Ballet group is scheduled _ to perform May 9 at 8 p.m.
in WSU' s Performing Arts Center.
Tickets, only available at the box office which opens at 7:15, are $5 for
adults, $3 for senior citizens and students, and $2 for children 12 and
older. The performance is free for children under 12.
Christian Athletes

Team

Presents

The Winona State University Fencing Club hosts its third annual
Spring Fencing Open May 7 in Talbot Gym.
The tournament begins at 10 a.m. The event is free and open to the
public. For more information, call Eric Meuller at 452-2930.

Fellowship of Christian Athletes meets every Wednesday at 7 p.m.
in Dining Room B, Kryzsko Commons. Guest speakers highlight the
meetings which are open to anybody interested in sports.
FCA is a great way to meet people, so join us for lots of fun with
friends.
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APRIL 19 & 20

ONLY..'

Cajun Dance Party

The Bone Tones will play for a Cajun Dance Festival on Sunday, May
6 from 3:30 to 8 p.m. at the Black Horse Bar and Restaurant in Homer.
This is a benefit dance for Bluffview Montessori School.
Tickets may be purchased at WSU student union desk.

WSU—THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT !

REGISTER FOR PRIZES APRIL 1 8,19 & 20
GRAND PRIZE... TWO TICKETS TO THE
CUB/PADRE GAME

DRAWING WILL BE HELD FRIDAY AT 7:30 p.m.

1

X10.00
includes tax and

FREE DELIVERY
WINONA MALL - 452-8752

May1990
Graduation
announcements
by Jostens are
now available
at the
Bookstore

Winonan
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'Crazy People' filled with color, fun Springfest to be
bigger and better

By LORIN DRAKE
Variety Editor

Newspapers. We 'ii do anything
to bringyou the news, includingmake
it happen ourselves. After all, we're
• out to make money just like
everybody else.
Perhaps it would be difficult to
imagine an ad such as this appearing
in a publication or on a TV or radio
spot. Truth, in the form of brutal
honesty, has never been an integral
aspect of the advertisingbusiness, to
• say the least. Euphemisms, glitzy
language, scare tactics, and celebrity
testimonials have been some of the
traditional strategies used to lure the
public into purchasing a product,
employing a service or joining an
organization or institution. Not only
that, but advertising has been a
powerful tool for shaping, changing,
and setting public opinion, and
creating, at times, negative
stereotypes.
Saying that the public is a victim
of a sinister Orwellian manipulating
machine placed under the
unsuspected guise of the advertising
business is obviously a radical excuse
carried too far. After all, mind control
in the 1990s doesn't go any further
than MTV. And free choice is still

free choice, even if the laws get stricter.
Nevertheless, advertising, like any
modern business, could use more
honesty. Or does the truth hurt? This
is perhaps difficult to assess. But one
thing is for certain. It can sure make
us laugh.
In Crazy People , actor Dudley
Moore plays an advertising executive
who grows tired of lying for a living.
He attempts to disclose this to his
profit-motivated colleagues and
superiors but naturally walks into an
apathetic brick wall.
"We're in advertising, we can't
level with them," says his partner
after Moore reveals his idea.
So, Moore decides to give it a whirl
and starts to write his "no-nonsense"
ad-copy. The results, in this order,
get him fired, get him in a sanitarium
where he falls in love, get him instant
fame and success, and eventually get
him rehired.
His ads are perhaps the single most
hilarious aspect of this delightful
comedy and are even amusing in the
short movie previews seen on
television. Slogans such as
"Metamucil, it'll make you go to the
toilet," "AT&T. Without us there
would be no damn phones. We're
tired of taking your crap," and
"Jaguar. For men who want hand jobs

eview
from beautiful women they hardly
know," are all products of the
marketing genius soon to be labeled
madman.
In an exposition with dizzying pace
-all this happens during the first 20
minutes of the movie- Dudley Moore
provokes his boss to breaking point
and is eventually checked into a
sanitarium for "much needed rest,"
all expenses paid.
After initial subdued protests,
Moore is checked in and tells the
psychiatrist that he refuses to wear a
robe and blue slippers. That is at least
until Daryl Hannah, wearing a pair of
quite obtrusive blue slippers, shows
up in his doorway and invites him to
a "support session."
At this point, Moore is introduced
to the most colorful and diverse group
of comedic lunatics around since CSPAN began airing. Comparably, they
are somewhat similar to the cast of
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest only
less serious and more suited to this

satirical and ridiculous package.
While Moore entertains himself by
playing invisible volleyball and
getting acquainted with Hannah, his
ads, through an unusual twist of fate,
become an overnight success. Moore's
boss, desperately willing to rehire
him, sends his partner back out to the
loony ranch.
He is now up against an
emotionally involved ,recharged
Moore who has made a new group of
friends. Moore refuses to leave,
pleading insanity, much to his
partner's dismay. After Moore's boss

threatens to cancel his medical
insurance, he decides to go back to
work but not until after he sets up
shop somewhere else and hires a
brand new flock of up-and-coming
advertisers.
Crazy People, although it's no
Driving Miss Daisy, is a delightful film.
It is colorful, extremely original,
constantly entertaining, touching, and
well-crafted. From beginning to end
i t rarely lags -although some moments
between Hannah and Moore are a bit
strained- constantly shifting locales
and never dragging jokes on for too
long.
The performances at times, are a
bit too conformed to stereotypes, but

See Review, Page 8

By DENISE HUNGERFORD
Winonan staff

Even though Springfest 1990, scheduled for May 5, is expected to be
bigger and better than ever this year, there's an underlying concern for
the future of the annual Lake Park event because of past problems.
Ina April 10 meetingbetween the University Programming Activities
Committee (U-PAC) and representatives of clubs who will be taking part
in Springfest, U-PAC President Jodi Marafiot said, " The last thing we
need is for Springfest to get a worse reputation than it already has. '
"The word is out that Springfest is an accident waiting to happen," she
added.
During the Tuesday afternoon meeting Marafiot stressed the city
police will be "cracking down " and urged that people walk to the
festivities.
This year's events will, among other things, include food stands
sponsored by various clubs, as well as a co-ed six-on-six volleyball
tournament sponsored by Student Senate and a bat spin put on by the
Political Science Association.
Four bands will perform at the bandshell throughout the day. The
local band "Public Nuisance" will start out the day's music shortly before
11 a.m. followed by "Hodge Podge", another Winona based band,
around 11:40 and then "Small Acts Posse" at 12:30 — the opening band
for the main act.
The Twin Cities based reggae/rock band "Ipso Facto", recently
named the World's Greatest Amateur Band at a contest in Tokyo, will
take to the stage at about 12:30 p.m. to play two 70 minute sets.
But that's not all. Something new has been added this year. Before
Ipso Facto begins, three skydivers will dive into a 54-square foot area
behind the bandshell.
Last year's Springfest entertained approximately 2,000 people. Even
more are expected this year.

California comedian
tours colleges, WSU
By LORIN DRAKE
Variety Editor

One close-up look at comedian
Claire Berger explains why she said
she may quit touring colleges in the
near future.
Her stretched stomach reveals
her second child, well on its way.
Berger, a Chicago native who
now lives in Birbank, Calif., with
her husband, performed in Somsen
Hall Auditorium last Wednesday
in a one-time event sponsored by
the University Programming
Activities Committee (U-PAC).
Although Berger plans to
temporarily "retire" from the college
comedy touring scene after she gives
birth, she plans by no means to
become dormant.
On the contrary, Berger plans to
further develop her TV acting career
in Los Angeles. She has already
appeared on "Murphy Brown,
"Head of the Class," and "The Tracy
"

Ullman Show," as guest "warm-up"
comic to loosen up the live studio
audience before the shows are filmed.
Berger made her television debut
as guest on the show "Life Goes On."
Not only that, but she has written
sitcoms and even co-written a musical
titled "Greetings from Venice Beach,"
scheduled to open in Los Angeles.
"I plan to be more selective in the
future about the work I do," Berger
said, in a back-stage interview last
week.
Berger, 33, performed her hourlong stand-up act before a quarterfilled but responsive auditorium.
"You guys are so polite," she
exclaimed at one point during her
monologue.
Berger said that she prefers a
college audience because they are
"smart, politically aware, sober, and
they have a look on their face like they
get it.
I find that very fulfilling."
Although sometimes Berger

,2631
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admits she has hostile audience
members, she usually knows how to
handle various situations.
"I play them for a while and then!
make them like me," she said.
However, she had no problems
making our students laugh.
"Getting here was half the struggle.
I had to park in La Crosse," she told
an exuberant crowd.
Although Berger arrived a mere
three hours before she was scheduled
to perform, her agents had sent her
scads of inside information on WSU
weeks before her show. Hence her
references to President Krueger, the
cafeteria food, Rascals, Goodview and
the residence halls.
Berger also mocked feminine
hygiene products, her mother's
cooking, Cheez-Whiz, and Cheetos,

By STEVE TYYKILA
Winonan staff

The latest in fashion was
presented on Tuesday April 10 by
Black Cultural Awareness in their
third annual fashion and talent
show "Scandalous," in Baldwin
Lounge.
The show started out with the
latest in ladies swim wear. This
year, more than ever black and
white are the colors to wear. Also
high on the list is the ever-popular
fluorescent look. For the men,
longer shorts and tank tops or Tshirts both in bold colors are
definitely in.
Black and white were the
predominant colors at the show.
In fact, one whole scene of the
show was set aside for black and
white fashions. Included in the
scene were short dresses, skirts,
blouses, and pants in a variety of
styles and prints. Of the many
prints, polka dots reigned
supreme.
Between the fashion scenes a
variety of different talent acts were
performed.
Providing the music for the
whole show was "Itchy Fingers
Alton" on the mixingboard. Also,
there were several comedy lipsyncs and dancing by a group
from Minneapolis called "Five
Side."
To keep things serious there
was a reading of poetry by Evan
Hartshorn titled "Morning
Mexican Market". Lastly, there
was a dedication to unity with the
song "Rhythm Nation" by Janet
Jackson.
For the stylish dancer planning
to hit the club scene, the look is
definitely black, white, and bold.
Bright reds and mute grays also
will be seen. Skirts and dresses

See Berger, Page 8

Jennifer von Allmen/Winonan staff
Christian Peterson and Lisa Minette rehearse the student-directed one act play 'A Need for Brussel
Sprouts.' The play opens at 8 p.m. in the Dorothy B. Magnus Open State Theatre along with another,
one act, "No Exit.'

•

Kai GallogheOWInonan staff

Third year student Kim Clark shows off her fashions during the BCA
fashion show last Tuesday night.

II•

will still be short for the most
part. Pants for both men and
women will be baggy at the top
and tapered at the bottom. For
the conservative dancers there are

See Fashion, Page 8
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Music lovers should stop jumping others train
By STEVE DANUSER
Winonan staff

Sometimes, when I'm sittingback,
thinking about the world we live in
(and life in general), I get upset.
Usually, it's not the big things
that bug me, like world hunger or
, the deterioration of the ozone layer;
anybody can worry about that sort of
thing. I "enjoy" worrying about the
small trivialities of life, unimportant
to all but those who have too much
time or, like me, hope to some day
possess the world's largest ulcer.
So what's been making me lose
sleep lately? Well, it's this whole
music/fashion thing. Let me explain.
A couple of weekends ago, I went
to see Peter Murphy and Nine Inch
Nails at First Avenue, a Twin Cities

club. The show was excellent; if you
missed it, you missed a great
performance. But as I was waiting in
line to get into place before the show,
I noticed some of the people around
me.
I was surrounded by guys with
long hair, earrings, and black clothing.
With them were girls who had black
hair, white faces, and black clothing.
I was beginning to notice a pattern.
Now don't get me wrong. I have
absolutely nothing against people
because of the way they dress. If
somebody wants to wrap themselves
in toilet paper when they go grocery
shopping, more power to them. The
thing that bothered me at the concert
was that everybody looked the same.
Of course there were a few
exceptions. The two friends I was with
and myself were wearing jeans and
sweatshirts. And I did actually see a

natural blonde, wearing a white shirt.
But other than that, the only way I
could distinguish one person from
another was by what area of their
scalp they had shaved.
It all just goes to show how imageoriented the music industry has
become. And, yes, part of that blame
can fall back on MTV, for making us
all have to see what our favorite rock
icons are wearing. Then everybody

can run out and buy exactly the same
outfit, to show that they're just as cool
as the celebrity.
Not all blame can fall on MTV,
though. After all, bands like Led
Zepplin, The Beatles, and The Who
were all image-oriented, in one way
or another. So who is responsible for
all this hype?
I'd like to target my guns at
"Rolling Stone" magazine.
They've done at least as much as
MTV has by showing everyone what
they should be looking like, and have
been at it for a much longer time.
The biggest indignation that they
heep upon us is their "fashion issue,"
a gross entourage of young models
wearing all the clothes that
"Rolling Stone" tells us are "cool."
Instead of providing information
about what's going on in the music
world (which wag the idea hohind the

magazine,wasn't it?), they feed us a
load of slick, glossy nothingness, and
expect us to pay full price for it.
What this accomplishes is to
marshal us all into fashion ghettos.
To fit into thecrowd, we have to dress
like everyone else, thus erasing all
semblance of originality.
And this phenomenon isn't
confined to one group or type.
Have you watched many heavy
metal bands lately? Can you tell one
from another, just by seeing a picture
of them? I think not. How about rap
artists? How many gold chains and
giant clocks can you take?
Alternative acts, like Peter
Murphy, are as guilty of this kind of
fan standardization as any other
musical genre. Ever been to to a Cure
concert? Try telling the fans apart
there. What's most ironic (and maybe
tragic) are the words that Robert Smith

sang in "Jumping Someone Else's

Train" : "Don't say what you mean /
you might spoil your face/if you walk
in the crowd/ you won't leave any
trace/it's always the same/you're
jumping someone else's train."
Smith's attack on the trendy
trenchcoat wearers of the late 70s has
proven a prophecy of what his own
fans turned out to be: timid and
unoriginal.
I guess my whole point is that
when we dress or act or listen to music
solely to belong to a crowd, we destroy
the potential we have as individuals,
and shortchange ourselves. We
become "packed like lemmings into
shiny metal boxes," to quote a certain

band. And it becomes a sad waste.
Well, it's time to put the soapbox
away again. Actually, I would like to
have written more, but I have to go
dye my hair black. I hear Love and
Rackets is going.10 be in town

Winonan
suits, either single or double-breasted
will still be popular. White starched
shirts and bright ties will accent the
current business man's apparel.

Review
Continued from Page 7
that happens so often in comedy that
it becomes expected. Moore is his
usual amusing self, but becomes
almost secondary to the colorful and
amazingly diverse lunatics.
Crazy People is, more importantly,
a happy story. Its subtle message only those perceived as insane know
how to tell the truth- is a minor
backdrop to all the fanfare. Lastly,
above all, Crazy People is good
comedy. It breaks conventional
standards, it has surprises,
anticlimaxes, mixed with clever
climaxes, and lots of silly
comparisons.
"Go see Crazy People . You'll laugh
your pants off." How's that for truth
in advertising?

Earth Day
SUNDAY, APRIL 22

black metallic cloth. Also, on the new
side was a pink gown with a
removable trail piece that was made
of a gossamer and pink polka dots.

Noon:
on Latsch

For the most, part long dress '
lengths will still be seen at proms and
weddings. Bright pinks, teal, and of
course black and white will be
prevalent.

Fashion
Continued from Page 7
beiges and light browns matched
with deep purples, usually in
prints.
For the business woman, models
displayed bright colored serious
looking dresses and suits with a slight
feminine touch. Reds and purples
will still be prevalent.
For the men, black, gray, or blue ,

IteLigious Service
isfatsd

1 p.m.: Parade Starts at Levee
Park
2 p.m.: Celebration at Xryzsko
Commons, 10814.
nusic, food & drink, speakers,
booths , games, videos, facepainting , pledge-taking.
1UN AND EtUCATWNAL VOIL
0-11,L1REN AND ADULTS
*RAIN OR SWINE *

For the men, the classic tuxedo is
basically the same as always. Black is
still the color of choice, but one may
see the occasional gray or white as
well. To show off your individuality
you might consider one of the new tie
and cummerbund sets.
The final scene was directed
around the show's theme
"Scandalous". It showed off the latest
in night wear. Included were teddies,
nightgowns and nightshirts.

Admitting facetiously to being a
feminist at a very early age she
admitted to setting up unusual
scenarios with her plastic dolls.
"I'd dress my Barbies up as
construction workers and make the
Kens walk by naked," she confessed.
Claire Bergerattended Illinois State
University where she "created" her
own degree in public and fine arts
performance. She worked with
Second City in Chicago several years
and eventually became a traveling
comedian.
She likes the fact that she makes a
living doing what she loves.
"I enjoy paying my bills by
performing," she said.

There once was a man who
was known throughout the
world as the leader of a very
powerful nation.
However, this fact did not
mean that he was a very
productive individual.
In fact, during his first two
years as leader of this country,
bespoke out against broccoli and
got a full physical that told him
he had early glaucoma.
He could feel his popularity
beginning to lag. Then,
miraculously, something
happened.
The man picked up a
southeastern Minnesota
newspaper called the Winonan
and began to read it on a regular
basis.
Not only did he begin to lead
the country better, but he also
developed a taste for his
previously hated vegetable.

Pregnant
and afraid?
There is a friend who cares

pirthright
452 - 2421

so

free pregriancy test

Win the computer you
need to succeed in the
real world and a chance
to use it there.

EnterApple'sRealWorldSweepstakesandyoucouldwinaweekat
oneoftheseleadingorganizationsandaMacintoshcomputer

free confidential help

SAVE
THE

MEGA
WAY

Save on Mega Margaritas • Every Thursday • All Day

Get Megatized
1415

Second Prize winners who will get Apple ® T-shirts.
You really can't lose if you come in and get
your hands on a Macintosh today. Because once
you do, you'll see how easy it is to use and how
much one could do for you now
You'll appreciate the value of a Macintosh
computer after you leave campus and head out
into the real world, too.
But don't take our word for it. Come in and
try a Macintosh and see for yourself. And if you
win the Grand Prize, you'll be seeing
the real world sooner than you think.

It's easy. Just try our Real World Demo on a
Macintosh° computer to enter Apple's Real
World Sweepstakes.
If you're one of l4 Grand Prize winners,
you'll get to spend a week this summer at the
organization of your choice listed below, where
you'll see Macintosh computers hard at work. And
when you get home, you can use your own new
Macintosh SE/30 to write your resume and
follow-up letters.
There will also be 20 First Prize winners who
will receive Macintosh SE computers and 1,000

Instant cure

Continued from Page 7
referring to them as "orange
styrofoam finger dye."

1990

The show included a variety of
formal and semi-formal dresses and
gowns. For the more daring people
there was a gown made of a silver and

Berger
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Service
Drive

of Wenonah Travel, Inc.

IMMIL--

•FREE service!
•FREE ticket delivery
to WSU students!
•ALWAYS finding the
lowest possible air fares!

Enter April 16th-April 27th
Academic Computing, Somsen Hall 207B

"We're as close as your phone"

File Edit Style Item Page Ulew Utilities
Or
Rpp e's Bee

-utt
Swee stokes —
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Apple's Real World Sweepstakes
Win a week at one of these outstanding organizations:

Computer Marketing are Management

BBDO

American Express Publishing Corporation
Communicatens, Publishing

Myer fising Agency

Claris Corporation

Ben & Jerry's Homemade, Inc,
Marketing, Communicaficns, Finance

High

Meacal Education and Research

Exis
A Technology Firm of KPMG Peat Marwick

Technology Marketing, Software

Education Communication and Prilanthropy

Steed Hammond Paul

Execugye Information &Decision Support Systems Management

Architecture Fim

The Guthrie Theater

National Library of Medicine (NIH)

Ads Management

Computer Science, Medicine, Biotechnology, Grap?ics

Apple Education Research Program

U.S. Communications Corporation
Promotional Marketilg Agency

'

Call us!

National Foundation
for the Improvement of Education

Cornell University Medical College

K-12 Classroom-based Research

Need college
financing?

Apple Computer, Inc,

ABC News InterAct lye
Production of Interactive Video Disks fa Schools

Eastwood
Bank
' ,11,',411!

• 11

Itr

MembcY
FDIC

Rochester: (507) 288-8517
Elgin-Millville
State Bank: (507) 876-2221
Eyota: (507) 545-2111
Roilingstone: (507) 689-2151
St. Charles: (507) 932-5001
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Gymnasts place fifth a natl's
Setnicker is All-American
in all-around and vault
By JIM ANDERSON
Sports Editor

Last year the Winona State gymnastics team
was seeded sixth at nationals and finished sixth.
This year the Warriors were also seeded sixth at
the national tournament. The results were a
little different than last year as the Warriors
finished fifth last Friday and Saturday night at
the USGF/NCAA Division II National Championships in Colorado Springs, Colo.
"I was pleased with how we did," head coach
Steve Juaire said. "We improved from last year."
The Warriors scored 181.1 points for that
fifth place finish.
Houston Baptist University won the championship with a 185.225 total. Southeast Missouri
State came in second with 184.45 points.
"Houston Baptist University was division
one last year, so they were expected to do well,"
Juaire said.
Juaire said that the start of the meet set them
behind for the start.
"We started out with bars and didn'tdoeswell
as we expected, but then we made up for that
with a good performance on beam," he said.
Sophomore Nikki Setnicker again led the
Warriors as she gained All-American on both
all-around and vault.

She scored 36.96 on all-around, which,
placed eighth. Setnicker had an 8.95 on the
uneven parallel bars, a 9.35 on floor exercise, a
9.5 on vault and a 9.15 on balance beam.
"Nikki did really well," Juaire said.
Carolyn Tobin placed ninth on floor with a
9.35 and had a 9.3 on bars.
Raquel Yurch had a 9.3 on vault, Kerrie
Luzum a 9.3 on floor and Sue Obenauf finished
her career with a 9. 075 on the beam.
Winona State had another successful season as many individual and team records were
broken.
The individual team score was broken over
spring break as the Warriors had a 186. 15.
Raquel Yurch broke the school record in the
floor exercise (9.7). Setnicker set the all-around
record. Carolyn Tobin and Michelle Va nDuyse
set the school record in the beam with 9.5's.
' Raquel Yurch and Sue Obenauf graduate
this year, but the prospect for next year looks
bright.
Dave Rood/Wlonan staff

Nickl Setnicker shows some pre-meet tentlon before the team
competition on Saturday. She placed sixth and earned AllSee Gymnastics, 'page 10 competition on Friday. She went on to qualify for the Individual American honors. See page 11 for additional photos.

Softball splits conference games Men, Women
linksters fourth

By DENISE BZOSKIE
Winonan Staff

The Winona State University Warrior softball team completed their first
week of conference play with a 2-2
record.
The Warriors traveled to Marshall,
Minn.to face Southwest State University on April 12 in a double header.
WSU fell to Southwest in both games,
losing 5-4 in game 1 and 14 -4 in game
2.
"The first game was disappointing
because of the bad first inning," Coach
JoEllen Bailey said.
Southwest scored four runs in the
first inning and another in the third.
WSU scored one in the third and fin-

ished the game
scoring three in
the seventh.
Lynne Carlson pitched the game.
Leading hitters for the game were
Chari Hurley who was 1-3 with one
RBI and Theresa Swartzer who was 12 with two RBIs.
In game 2 the Warriors faced a
tougher Southwest offense, Bailey
said.
The game was shortened to six
innings by the 10-run rule, after Southwest scored two runs to make the
score 14-4.
Teresa Overgard pitched the game.
Leading hitters were Janice Kriener
who was 2-3 with one RBI and one
run scored, Tammy Beranek who was
1-2 with a double and 1 run scored,

and Lisa St. Aubin who was 1-2 with
one RBI.
Two days later on April 12 the
Warriors came home to face Northern
State University in another doubleheader. WSU defeated Northern in
five innings of play in both games,
winning 144 in game 1 and 13-0 in
game 2.
Carlson pitched game 1, picking
up her first win of the season. Leading
hitters were Michele Wood who 2-3
with one RBI and three runs scored,
Beranek who was 1-2 with one RBI
and tsivo runs scored, Kriener who
was 2-4 with a stolen base and two
runs scored and Swartzer who was 12 with three RBIs.
"We played good as team on Thurs-

day," Pitcher Lynne Carlson said. "We
got our defense and hitting on the
same time."
Overgard pitched the shutout in
game 2 of the doubleheader, with
Kerry Dunlavy pitching the fifth
inning for the save. Overgard allowed
only three hits in 16 at bats with one
strike out. Leading hitters were
Swartzer who was 2-2 and one run
scored, Marni Henke who was 2-3
with one RBI and one run scored and
Hurley who was 2-3 with one RBI and
two runs scored.
"It was good for us to pick up two
wins," Bailey said looking forward to
more conference play. "Defense is
where we have to put the most importance."

Women's tennis loses to Men's track finishes
tough La Crosse team seventh at Eau Claire
By DENISE BZOSKIE
Winonan Staff

Lori Schwachtgen picked up the
lone win April 13 as the Winona State
University Warrior tennis team lost to
the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
8-1.
"We knew it would be a tough
match," Coach Joni Jacobson said.
Schwachtgen won at No. 5 singles
6-2, 4-6, 7-6.
"She (Schwachtgen) has been
working on her serve and her forehand," Jacobson said. "She played a
really nice match."
Julie Kane went three sets as well,
falling in the third to her opponent.
She lost at No. 1 singles 6-2, 4-6, 7-6.
"We're going to need to improve
on doubles," Jacobson said, "It puts a
lot of pressure on our singles play-

ers."
At No. 2 singles Gail Evenson lost
6-1, 6-2. At No. 3 singles Molly Loftus
lost 6-1, 6-2. At No. 4 singles Chris
Schlicting lost 6-3, 6-0 and at No. 6
singles Cara Glade lost 6-3, 6-1.
At No. 1 doubles Kane and Evenson lost 6-4, 6-4. At No. 2 doubles
Loftus and Schlicting lost 6-3, 6-2 and
No. 3 doubles Beth Pockat and Kim
Grenier lost 6-0, 6-3.
Looking toward this weekend's
matches Jacobson said. "This is the
weekend we should find out if we improved as individuals and as a team."
The Warriors face Mankato State
University at home on Thursday, April
19 at 3 p.m. Then on to Moorhead on
April 20 and 21 where they'll face the
University of Minnesota-Morris,
Moorhead State University and
Bemidji State University.

By JIM ANDERSON
Sports Editor

The Winona State men's track team
competed in the Blugold Invitational
last Saturday in Eau Claire, Wis .
The Warriors finished in seventh
place behind champion UW-La
Crosse. The Warriors scored 27 points
to La Crosse's 165.
"Everybody did an excellent job,"
head coach Robert Keister said. "I was
happy with ho* we did overall."
Wade Bergner was the sole winner
for the Warriors as he set a new school
record in the lopoo meters. His time
was 32:20.
"He's been the shining point of our
team so far," Keister said.
Rick Ellinghuysen finished second

in the discus with a toss of 143' 3". John'
Kruger placed fourth in the triple jump
with a personal record of 43' 6 1/2".
"I was happy with how Kruger did
in the triple jump," Keister said.
The 4*400 meter relay team which
consists of Lance Westby, Bryan
LeMonds, Brian Sitz, and Dennis
Noreen placed fifth with a time of
3:34.6.
The 4*100 meter team, which con- ,
sists of Liew Wai Hon, Westby, Kruger,
and LeMonds finished sixth in'a time
of 45.4.
"We need to train harder, but we
are looking forward to the conference
meet," Keister said. "The injury to
Wai Hon will hurt us though."
The Warriors next meet is the
Schnurr-Bremer Open this Friday.

Pohl, Slater tie for team lead in meet
By BRYAN LEMONDS
Winonan Staff

The Winona State University
women's golf team placed fourth
overall last Thursday and Friday at
the WSU Spring Invitational at Maple
Grove Country Club in West Salem,
WI.
Mankato State was the team champion, winding up with a 695 for the
two days of golf. UM-Duluth finished
second (700), followed by UW-Whitewater (721) and Winona State (731). A
total of seven teams were in the meet.
Sue Slater shot an 87 to lead the
Warriors the first day. Rounding out
the scores on Thursday were Angie
Pohl (90), Cyndi Marolewslci (92), and
Peg Taubert (101). Tracy Buckley's 105
wasn't counted on the regular team
score. The team total for Thursday
was a 370.
In the second day of golf, Peg

Taubert led the Warriors with an 87.
Other scores for Thursday were
Angie Pohl (89), Sue Slater (92),
Cyndi Marowlewski (93). Tracy
Buckley's 113 wasn't counted in the
regular team score. The team score
for Friday was 361.
Sue Slater and Angie Pohl led the
Warriors with a combined total of
179. This placed them ninth out of 49.
participants.
"It was a really good start," head
coach Bobbe Carney said. "Sue Slater
and Angie Pohl played really well. "
Cyndi Marolewski finished with
a combined score of 185.
"Cyndi
played a really
steady game and will be a big part of
the team." Rounding out the total
scores were Peg Taubert (188) and

See Women's golf, page 1(

Paulson finishes second overall
By BRYAN LEMONDS
Winonan Staff

The Winona State men's golf team
placed a strong fourth at the Mississippi National Golf Meet with the help
of freshman Brian Paulson's second
place finish overall.
John Severson of
UW- Eau
was the meet champion
Claire
with a 73. Paulson was second with a
77.
"Considering the wind and the
cold weather I think Paulson played
great," head coach Dwight Marston

said.
Eau Claire was the meet champion with a 325 total. St. Thomas
was the runnerup with a 334 total.
St. Olaf was third with a 345 and
WSU followed with a 348. There
were a total of seven teams participating at the meet.
Other scores for the Warrio'rs
were Bob Eyre with a 84, which
placed ninth. Ryan Gordon shot a
93, Mike Krall (94), and John Ban-

See Men's Golf, page 10

Baseball team splits series with Duluth
By JIM ANDERSON
Sports Editor

The quest for their seventh consecutive Northern Intercollegiate Conference
(NIC) baseball championship began last weekend as the Winona State baseball
team hosted UM-Duluth.
On Friday, the Warriors were defeated 12-1 before coming back with a 6-5
victory in the nightcap. On Saturday, the Warriors won 1-0 before being beaten
9-3 in the second game.
Freshman Kevin Brown started for the Wreriors in Friday's first game. He
lasted only two innings in the game, which was shortened to five innings
because of the 10.-run rule. Craig Shromoff led the Warriors in hitting, going 13 with a double.
In the second game, Mike Troke started the game, giving up only three hits
and three runs in 6 2/3 innings. Senior Chris Boscher relieved Troke in the
seventh and picked up the victory.
Shromoff was perfect at the plate going 3-3 with a run scored. Jeff Carlson
went 1-3 with a home run while Bob Bernier and Bob Johnson each added two
hits apiece.
The Warriors then came back on Saturday and won the first game behind the
outstanding pitching of Tim Poock. Poock pitched a complete game shutout,
giving up six hits, striking out six and walking none.
Shromoff drove in the only run for the Warriors.
In the second game, the Warriors were beaten 9-3. Dane Peterson took the
loss for WSU.
Carol Dose/Winonan staff

First baseman Bob Johnson prepares to catch a throw during inning action. The runner was out on the play.

Rich Gove led the Warriors in hitting going 1-4 with a double.
The Warriors' record is now 17-7 overall and 2-2 in the NIC.
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Men's Golf

Continued from page 9

Continued from page 9

The Warriors return Sara Nast,
Setnicker, Tobin, VanDuyse, Jennifer
"The team is capable of shooting
Knippel, Teresa Cundiff, Tiffani Shaf- better and they will," Marston said.
fer, Luzum, Rachelle Elefson, and
Winona State will take part in the
Kelly Wilson for next year.
Gustavus Adolphus Invitational on
"We have a lot coming back for April 20.
next year, but now we will focus on
recruiting for next year," Juaire said.

Women's golf
COFFEEHOUSE
MONDAY
APRIL 30, 1990
12 p.m.-1:15 p.m.
in the Smaug
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They make great

Continued from page 9
Tracy Buckley (218).
"Considering the conditions which
were windy and cold, it was a descent
start," Carney said. would like to
see some improvement, and I think
there is a lot of room for improvement. It was a good start, but we need
better weather so we can get in more
outdoor practice."
WSU is in action again April 21-22
at the Mankato State Invitational.
Fourteen teams will participate at this
invite.

Gifts
Mail subscriptions to the
Winonan are available for
that someone special that
lives out of town.
Only $7 per quarter
or $20 per year.

Sell
Winonan Uassifieds
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PHARMACY * DELI SCRATCH BAKERY
COMPLETE FLORAL * 97 (t VIDEO RENTALS

OPEN 24 HOURS • 7 DAYS A WEEK

Watch for

i t

• • • • •

WINONA STATE... THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT ECONO FOODS
1858 SERVICE DR. WINONA , MN 55987

U-PAC PRESENTS...

vs.

Ira

When: Saturday, May 12
Game Time: 7:05 p.m.
Bus Leaves: 4:15 p.m. from the
Physical Plant Parking Lot.

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA
Call Us!

Sign up in the U-Pac office in the
Student Union between 11 am & 2pm.
$10.00 (limited seats—money in
advance)

454-3030 ri
909 West 5th Street
Winona, MN

TAKE YOUR PICK

A

las sified
SERVICES

IESEARCII PAPERS
19,278 tovfloose from — all subjects

rder, 'Catalog Tod4ty with Visa/MC or . COD

800451-0222

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION
OR BIG SCREEN TV PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN JUST
10 DAYS!!!

Objective: Fundraiser Cornmittment: Minimal Money:
Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment

In Calif. (213)477-8226

Vush $2.00 to: Research Assistance ,
ltr 2 Idaho Ave. nos sN, LOS Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research .,: -...oavaLlable—..alllevels
-

-

RESUME SERVICE
A professional, well-written
resume' gives you the advantage you need in a tough job
market.
A variety of formats and
choices of stationery available.
SECRETARY & ACCOUNTING SERVICES

507-454-5804

EMPLOYMENT
CRUISE SHIP JOBS
New Cruise Employment Package. Act now for Spring
and Summer! Send 53.95 to Wausau Specialty Services,
Box 64, Rothschild, WI 54474-0064.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS!

Distributorships, Dealerships, Money making opportunities, Franchises, & Mail
order. Detail, send $2.00 to:
NATIONAL MARKETING
COMPANY, BOX 3006, ,
BOSTON, MA. ?2130 -

Campus organizations, clubs,
frats, sororities, call OCMC:
1 (800) 932-0528/ 1 (800) 9508472, ext. 10
Act In T.V. Commercials
High Pay

No experience All Ages
kids, teens, young adults,
families, mature people, animals, ETC. Call Now!
Charm Studios
1-800-837-1700 EXT 9296

BE A NANNY
• Seaside Connecticut towns
near New York City
•Great salary and benefits
airfare provided
-Choose from warm lovina
families prescreened by us
•Year round positions
•Must enjoy working with
children
CARE FOR KIDS INC.

P.O. Box 27, Rowaton CT
06853. 203-852-8111

Get a small original pizza with your choice of two toppings for only ...

Get two small pizzas with your choice of two toppings on each for only ... $6.95
O

z
a 144
ON

GOOD THRU 4/29/90

,

Thinking of taking some time off
from school? We need
MOTHER'S HELPERS/NANNIES. We have prescreened
families to suit you. Live in
exciting New York City suburbs.,
We are established since 1984
and have a strong support
network. 1-800-222-XTRA

0 G.

Customer pays applicable sales tax. Not valid with any other offer. Limited delivery area to ensure safe driving.
01990 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

PANTASTIC DEAL

Be a Nanny: Come experience life in the EAST, while
doing something you enjoy -caring for kids! Call now for
an application for immediate
/Spring placement. Not
accepting summer applications.

Get a medium pan pizza with your choice of two toppings layered in a half pound of cheese
for only ...

$6.95
ADD TWO COKES® FOR ONLY $1.00 MORE!
GOOD THRU 4/29/90

Nannie Network, Inc.
1-800 - US-NANNY
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT AT
A FISHERY IN SEWARD
ALASKA. HARD WORK,
LONG HOURS. HOWEVER,
GOOD MONEY AND AN INCREDIBLE EXPERIENCE
YOU WILL NOT FORGET.
FOR INFORMATION
ABOUTTRANSPORT, ROOM
AND BOARD ETC. CONTACT
LASANTHA @ 457-2941.

APARTMEN
Apt. openings available imme- diately for female students or
working people. Close location,
reasonable rent, call 454-1909
before 4:30 and after, call 4527867.

$4.95

L.

8

0
N
ON
0 0.

Customer pays applicable sales tax. Not valid with any other offer. Limited delivery area to ensure safe driving.
01990 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
■.1

LARGE TWO TOPPER PLUS
Get a large original pizza with your choice of any two toppings plus extra cheese for only ...

$8.95

•1
1 •41

0
—

XN
0N
0 I%

GOOD THRU 4/29/90
Customer pays applicable sales tax. Not valid with any other offer. Limited delivery area to ensure safe driving.
Domino's Pizza, Inc.

01990
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Gymnasts
flying high
in Colorado
Photos by
David A. Rood
Head Coach Steve Jualre and. Assistant Coach Ken Gibson watch the team warm up.
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Sara Nast practices her beam routine during team warm-ups Thursday afternoon befor friday's competition.

Far Left:
Senior Sue Obenauf set a career
high score during her final performance on the balance beam
Saturday.
Left:
Raquel Yurch leaps during her
beam routine.
Below:
Michelle VanDuyse gives teammate Sue Obenauf a hug after
Sue set a personal record during
her final performance.

,

,
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Safe!

By Guest Columnist Johnny Wilkins

Monster Browns
Sing— line sheers off of the reel
and through cold, wet fingers as the
shiny streamlined beast heads for
the surface of the ice-cold stream. A
large blast of water and a split second
later, the huge trout screams through
the air with the woolly bugger's steel
hook piercing its jaw. A slip from the
mossy rocks at the bottom of the
stream and balance is lost for a split
second. That split second spells doom
for the chance to land the seven pound
trout. The slack in the line created by
my distraction, allows the trout to
shake the hook and thrash down
,stream in angry defiance.
Spring trout fishing in Southeastern Minnesota heats up in a hurry
when reports of fish such as the alleged 11 and 13 pound
browns start popping up around
town. A plethora of cars and trucks
invade the woods and fields in search
of spots which may hold huge, hungry brown trout. Seasoned pros have
tied flies all winter and prepared their
equipment for the sunrise which officially opened the '90 season last
Saturday.
Just because you have not tied
flies all winter or even if you don't
know how to fish with a fly
rod,fishing lunker Brown trout is
quite easy for the beginner. A basic
light spinning outfit equipped with a

four pound test line and a pack of it pauses or takes a jolt upstream,
small bronze hooks of the 10. and chances are that you have a trout Set
number 12 size are good for starters. the hook and be careful because the
Purchase two packs of hooks because fish go nuts when hooked.
the trout are often hidden under lobs
• License and a trout stamp are manand in places where you will snag and datory because the fine is huge for not
lose your hooks ( you don't want to be having a license. The DNR does not
stranded in the woods with out hooks, mess around, they will take all of your
miles from a bait store). Buy a tin of belongings to make sure that you pay
nightcrawlers and you are ready for the fine.
combat brown trout fishing.
Picking a friend who knows the
Wear clothes for the outdoors
which can get destroyed without get- area is the best way to go on your first
ting you in trouble with your mom. excursion. If you feel adventurous,
Several layers of clothing is the best take a trip to a local sporting store and
because weather can change rapidly. pick up a trout waters map.The
Your shoes should be either a tall streams are rated according to surwader boot or crummy tennis shoes veys done by the DNR during fall
for the warmer weather. Tennis shoes shocking. You can judge for yourself
are not recommended for days when if you wish to travel a great distance
it is 30 degrees because you will have for better streams or pick a stream
to traverse the stream several times to closer to home. The best way of the
get to the spot.
two is to pick a friend who knows the
Hook the crawler at the top of the waters. Usually this is a can't miss
head so that the hook is completely method, unless your friend is a good
buried. The trout won't see the hook, storyteller and makes up all of his
or more importantly won't feel the adventures.
hook and spit the worm out. Stand
facing into the current. Flip the crawler
Remember tcbreithe that fresh air
up into rapid areas and let the worm and leave all of your troubles behind
float down into the deep pools below while you are in the Great White North
the white water. Trout are often hug- outdoors. This is Johnny Blind Dog
ging the bottom of those deep pools and I'll be one pool ahead of you.
looking up at the current. Watch your
line as it travels down towards you, if

'~°any
Blind

What a great routine this trip
was so worth it, we came in
first place!

Jennifer von Allmen/Winonan staff
A WSU player slides into home during last Thursday's game against Northern State.

Well did you girls
represent our
university well down
in South Carolina?

Let's go to the bars, I think all of WSU
would want us to have fun while we are
down here with their money.

Bunny, don't tell a
soul that I knew
there was a chance
we would be the only
team showing up for
this competition.
Don't worry
Trixy, you
know I don't
gossip.

Dog

Warriorettes in
Paradise or for
those of you keeping

Like, fer sure!

Oh, way man.

Yes, Uncle
Krueger.

score at home,

Bleach Blondes and
Activity Fees.
Johnny Blind Dog
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ATTENTION
We need your help!!
We are working on a brand
new and improved, totally
renovated,awesome and out
of - sight...............

Please fill out your local address for next
year on your PDF ( the pink thing) before you
hand it in at pre - registration.

I 7 7 g.

